
Upholstery options for every taste!
Colour of the wooden parts: oak or walnut.

NEW Armi Design Activechair
- A comfortable senior chair that helps you stand up
- Rehabilitates by improving muscle tone
- Improves balance and decreases the risk of falling
- Ergonomically designed and offers good support for the lumbar region
- A safe, reliable and durable Finnish innovation
- Eases the life of an elderly, sick or weak person
- Aids and lightens the work of the carer
- Ad justed to suit you and fitted with upholstery of your choice
- Armi may help you if you have, for example, osteoarthritis, 
   rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes or Parkinson’s disease

Because of osteoarthritis, standing up 
hurt my knees and back.

Standing up from Armi is nearly painless, 
and I do exercises with it daily now.

Thanks to Armi, I can still live 
independently in my own home.”

“

Design by

TAPIO ANTTILA

Call us and ask more about the Finnish-made Armi
Phone: +358 50 366 1832

or asiakaspalvelu@tamergo.fi  

www.armi-aktiivituoli.fi

Having trouble with your knees, back or hip?
Is your family member elderly or weak?
Do you want to live at home for longer?

www.facebook.com/armiaktiivituoli

Read more experiences of Armi: 

ACTIVECHAIR



Traditional 
Armi Classic Activechair

-  Armi helps when standing up and rehabilitates
-  Makes you feel better when you have trouble 
    with your back, hip or knees
-   Improves muscle tone and balance

Armi Activechairs are
by far the most popular chairs

 in our nursing home.
The residents liked them 

so much that we needed to buy
 more of them.”

“

Ask for an offer or a demonstration 
at your workplace

Phone: +358 50 366 1832 or read more:

www.armi-aktiivituoli.fi

 Armi is helpful 
in nursing homes

-  Armi may help with conditions such as knee, hip or back pain, 
   arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, general weakness, diabetes, 
   multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and incontinence.

-  Ready-to-use rehabilitation programmes have also been 
   developed for Armi and can be used by physiotherapists 
   rehabilitating their clients.

-  Armi Activechairs designed for nursing homes and public spaces
   are delivered fitted with a medical fabric, which is wear-resistant,
   dirt-repellent, liquid-impermeable, and safe in case of fire.

-  Armi is a medical device that bears a CE mark.

-   Armi Activechair is an excellent senior chair for 
    nursing homes, homes for the elderly 
    or public spaces.

-  Activechair aids the work of a carer and 
    also frees nursing staff for other tasks.

-  It helps when standing up and improves 
   muscle tone, so that balance is improved
   and the risk of falling decreases.

“ The chair clearly contributed to him managing 
at home and retaining his physical fitness.”

“We bought an Activechair as a gift for our grandmother. 
And oh, how happy she is about it!”

“Grandpa likes to sit in his chair and
is able to stand up from it nicely. 

“I have been taking care of a frail family member
for a long time. With the help of Armi, standing up from 

the chair and rehabilitation is easier.”

ACTIVECHAIR


